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Semanti deision trees editing for deisionsupport with KatoS � Appliation in onologyThomas Meilender1,2, Jean Lieber2, Fabien Palomares1, and Niolas Jay2
1 A2ZI - 61 ter rue de Saint-Mihiel - 55200 Commery{thomas.meilender,fabien.palomares}�a2zi.fr

2 UHP-Nany 1 � LORIA (UMR 7503 CNRS-INPL-INRIA-Nany 2-UHP){thomas.meilender,jean.lieber,niolas.jay}�loria.frAbstrat. During the last two deades, the interest for omputer-interpretable guidelines has kept growing to beome a major issue in med-ial informatis. Clinial guidelines usually ontain deisional knowledgethat an be represented by deision trees. This paper presentsKatoS, asemanti deision tree editor, whih provides a ollaborative tool to sim-plify knowledge aquisition. Using a simple graphial language, KatoSallows exporting deision trees to formalised knowledge, by proposing anoriginal export algorithm to OWL. Easy to integrate in web appliations,KatoS is part of a larger work about ollaborative editing of linialguidelines. The overall objetive is to provide tools to assist editing andstorage of deisional knowledge in the �eld of onology.1 IntrodutionKnowledge aquisition is a well-known bottlenek in knowledge management.Experts have to provide aurate models of a domain by using omplex for-malisms. It appears that knowledge editing would be simpli�ed if there existeda simple formalism that both experts and mahines would understand.As in most of mediine areas, onology experts rely upon a partiular kindof knowledge alled deision knowledge. Deision knowledge assoiates deisions(or, at least, reommendations) to situations. Also known as medial guidelines,medial deision knowledge is often formalised as deision trees that an beunderstood by a mahine if they are well-formed.Onolor is an assoiation gathering physiians from the Frenh region ofLorraine that are involved in onology3. One of its roles is the reation of linialpratie guidelines (CPGs) that are de�ned in [7℄ as �systematially developedstatements to assist pratitioner and patient deisions about appropriate healthare for spei� linial irumstanes.� On its stati website, Onolor providesto pratitioners more than one hundred CPGs. This base is written in HTMLand ontains a lot of deision trees drawn with dediated graphis standards.Beause of the large amount of data and the importane of keeping them up to3 http://www.onolor.fr



2 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jaydate, maintenane is a hard task. Moreover, the lak of semanti informationassoiated to them makes this knowledge unavailable for an automati use.This paper presents KatoS, a tool that aims at failitating maintenaneand bringing a semanti layer to the data.KatoS proposes a semanti graphiseditor allowing to draw deision trees in a simple language and export them intomahine-understandable piees of knowledge thanks to a translation algorithm.The resulting formalisation an be exported in OWL.After the presentation of the ontext of appliation in Setion 2, Setion 3desribes the deision tree language of KatoS and the translation from thislanguage to OWL. The editor is presented in Setion 4 with its user interfae andits embedding in semanti web, partiularly with the knowledge server KOWLand the semanti form editor EdHibou. An evaluation based on existing datatransformation and Onolor feedbak is proposed on Setion 5. Setion 6 drawsa onlusion and several ongoing and future work.2 Context of appliation2.1 Onolor guidelines and The Kasimir projetOnolor has edited 144 guidelines giving reommendations for the ares of manydi�erent aner loalisations (for example �ervial aner limited to the ervix�)or a few more general types of are related to onology suh as �dental ares�.Typially, guidelines are strutured douments that are omposed of variouskinds of ontents: texts, deision trees, medial lassi�ations, pitures, refer-enes, and glossaries. They are published on the Onolor website and are avail-able for both pratitioners and patients. As medial knowledge is ritial andontinually evolving, guidelines have a limited lifetime and must be kept up todate. Onolor onstrains their updates to every two years.A guideline update an be viewed as a work�ow, where a guideline is a setof data that has to be modi�ed by several users at di�erent times. From anorganisational point of view, Onolor names a oordinator who has to validateeah step of the proess. This latter invites a ommittee of domain expertsto hek and update guidelines when needed. Then, the resulting doument isvalidated by a larger regional audiene seminar and an be possibly sent bakto the ommittee. After this agreement, Onolor members propose a new editedversion that will be online if aepted by the oordinator.At this point, numerous needs have emerged for Onolor. One of them is theneed for a ollaborative tool to allow the ommittee to exhange during the �rststep of the update. At present, orretions of ommittee experts are providedto the oordinator as a list of written notes that have to be adapted to �t tothe guideline standard. It would be easier if experts ould diretly hange theguideline. That means �nding an editing tool that would be simple enough tobe used by speialists with limited skills in omputer siene. Moreover, keepinga histori of guideline modi�ations would be helpful. Another need omes fromthe �nal guideline editing. Onolor does not have any webmaster in its sta� somaintaining HTML doument is a hard task.



Semanti deision trees editing for deision support 3Onolor is involved in a researh projet alled Kasimir, whih aims at provid-ing tools for deision knowledge management and deision support in onology byexploiting CPGs. Started in 1997, Kasimir is a multidisiplinary projet involv-ing industrial (A2ZI) and aademi (LORIA, CNAM Laboratory of Ergonomi)partners. Kasimir led to the development of software suh as the knowledgeserver KOWL, and the instane editor EdHibou [3℄. But, until now, most On-olor guidelines are not formalised so the tools miss real knowledge to be usedin a linial ontext.2.2 Towards a semanti wikiConeived in 1995 by Ward Cunningham, wikis are websites for reating andollaborative editing of ontent in a simple way [6℄. Traditional wikis are usuallybased on a set of editable pages, organized into ategories and onneted byhyperlinks. Semanti wikis are born from the merging of wikis and the semantiweb. Berners-Lee and Fishetti de�ne them as improved wikis by the use ofsemanti web tehnologies [2℄.Semanti wikis an be a solution to both Onolor and Kasimir needs. Theyprovide a ollaborative editing tool with numerous features suh as softwareversioning or layout editor. Moreover, with the semanti layer, Kasimir will haveaess to new knowledge formalisation tehniques. Semanti wikis also bring newperspetives for indexing and mining CPGs.The only elements of CPGs that annot be diretly edited in a wiki aredeision trees. No semanti wikis provide that kind of extension. That is whyKatoS has been reated. It also allows to formalise trees and to deal withdeision knowledge in semanti web appliations.3 KatoS framework3.1 KatoS deision tree languageGeneral presentation. KatoS deision tree language is a graphial represen-tation based on a small set of geometrial shapes onneted by direted edges.In this way, shapes are onsidered as nodes of a simple deision tree. From asemanti point of view, there are several kinds of node, eah one with its ownmeaning as shown in Figure 1.This representation was diretly inspired from graphis standards of our part-ner Onolor. Indeed, Onolor CPGs use visual representations that an be on-sidered as trees for most of them. An advantage to use these graphis standards isthat Onolor experts already know them. We want to preserve Onolor's graphissemantis in order to failitate future use of CPGs by physiians.Syntax. To avoid ambiguities and insure onsisteny, lassial syntatial rulesof trees are used:� a tree has exatly one root;



4 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas JayShape CommentsRounded retangles represent medial situations. A medial situationan be de�ned by a patient state desribed by a set of variables suhas medial exam results, physiology, et.Reommendations are highlighted by regular retangles. They ontainthe advie that the CPGs would give the pratitioner. The retangleolor has also a meaning: it spei�es the kind of reommendation, forexample surgery, spei� treatment, or hemotherapy.Hexagons represent questions that will help to desribe the situationin order to de�ne the right reommendation.Ellipses are links from/to another tree: this enables to draw a big treein several web pages, eah of them ontaining smaller trees.Edges are shown by simple arrows. When they onnet a questionto another node, links are typed, whih means that they ontain ananswer to the previous question.Options are partiular kinds of edge: they orrespond to therapeutioptions whih an be applied to a situation. From a medial point ofview, it means that a hoie does not depend on partiular parameters,but let pratitioners hoose diretly the preferred option.Fig. 1. Shapes and their meanings.� nodes are onneted by direted edges;� texts on edge represent transition onditions, and may ontain simple for-mulas: AND, OR, NOT are the only reognised boolean operators.Moreover, a few rules are added to guarantee a orret semantis for the trees:� the root is neessarily a situation or a link from another tree;� a question has at least one answer, and every edge that follows a questionmust ontain an answer;� a text on an edge is an answer if the edge follows a question;� a node may have several parents but direted yles are forbidden, i.e. anode annot appears more than one in a path;� a node an be onneted to its sons only by using edges or options;� as a situation an have more than one reommendation, some reommenda-tions an be gathered.An example of syntatially orret tree is shown in Figure 2.Semantis. A KatoS deision tree an be exported to OWL, as shown in thenext setion. Its semantis is the semantis of the OWL knowledge base.3.2 Export from KatoS to OWLIn this paper, the desription logis SROIQ(D), whih is equivalent toOWL DL 2, is used to desribe the axioms.
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Fig. 2. An exerpt of the Onolor treatment guideline for �ervial aner limited tothe ervix� edited with KatoS editor.KatoS 's export algorithm de�nes two lasses: Situation and Reommen-dation. The �rst one represents the situation (e.g., in the onology appliation,some patient desription) while the seond one represents the desription of thedeision proposed by the system. These lasses are linked in this way:Situation ⊑ ∃hasReommendation.ReommendationThis means that for eah situation σ (σ ∈ SituationI) there is a re-ommendation ρ (ρ ∈ ReommendationI) that is assoiated to σ ((ρ, σ) ∈hasReommendationI). The property hasReommendation relates a situationto a reommendation. It uses the lass Situation as domain and the lassReommendation as range.New sublasses for Situation and Reommendation are de�ned bythe translation proess. For example, let us onsider a patient who hasa headahe and whose reommendation is to have some aspirin. ClassesPatientWithHeadahe, sublass of Situation, and AspirinPresription, sub-lass of Reommendation, an be de�ned in this way:PatientWithHeadahe≡ Situation⊓ ∃hasSymptom.HeadaheSymptomAspirinPresription⊑ ReommendationThen, the following formula formalises the (ontroversial) sentene �Eah patientwith a headahe has to be presribed aspirin.�:PatientWithHeadahe⊑ ∃hasReommendation.AspirinPresription3.3 Translation rulesA tree is read using depth-�rst searh. Eah node is transformed using the rulesde�ned below whih take into aount its anestors.



6 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas JayA whole example of export from graphial deision tree to OWL is shown inFigure 3.
1, SitCCLTC ⊑ Situation
2, hasCVL: funtional datatype propertydomain: SitCCLTCrange: boolean
3, SitCVL_False ≡ SitCCLTC ⊓ ∋hasCVL.false
4, SitCVL_False ⊑ ∃hasReommendation.Conisation
5, hasFigoStaging: funtional objet propertydomain: SitCVL_Falserange: RespFigoStaging
6, RespFigoStaging(IA1)SitFigoStagingIA1 ≡ SitCVL_False ⊓ ∋hasFigoStaging.IA1
7, SitFigoStagingIA1 ⊑ ∃hasReommendation.PiverI
8, RespFigoStaging(IA2)SitFigoStagingIA2 ≡ SitCVL_False ⊓ ∋hasFigoStaging.IA2
9, SitFigoStagingIA2 ⊑ ∃hasReommendation.PiverII
10, SitCVL_True ≡ SitCCLTC ⊓ ∋hasCVL.true
11, hasSizeSup4: funtional datatype propertydomain: SitCVL_Truerange: boolean
12, SitSizeSup4_False ≡ SitCVL_True ⊓ ∋hasSizeSup4.false
13, SitFIGOIB1 ⊑ SitSizeSup4_False
14, SitSizeSup4_True ≡ SitCVL_True ⊓ ∋hasSizeSup4.true
15, SitFIGOIB2 ⊑ SitSizeSup4_TrueFig. 3. OWL translation of deision tree edited in Figure 2.Situations. A situation shape allows to reate a lass Sit_Y that is a sublassof Sit_X, the nearest sublass of Situation (i.e. the the sublass of the parentnode or parent edge, if any). Sit_Y ⊑ Sit_XReommendations. A reommendation shape shows that a situation lassSit_X is linked to the reommendation Reo1 by the previously de�ned propertyhasReommendation.Sit_X ⊑ ∃hasReommendation.Reo1Questions. A question shape introdues a new funtional property hasAnswerhaving Sit_X, the nearest sublass of situation, as domain. If the answers are�yes� and �no�, hasAnswer is a datatype property with a boolean range. Else, it



Semanti deision trees editing for deision support 7is an objet property having a new lass AnswerQuestion as range.hasAnswer :functional property

domain : Sit_X
range : boolean or AnswerQuestionLinks. Ellipses permit to do links between trees and appear as root or as leaf.It means that the situation Sit_X desribed in the �rst trees is equivalent to theinitial situation Sit_Y desribed in the seond tree.Sit_Y ≡ Sit_XEdges. An edge ontains an answer ANSWER to the question hasAnswer it di-retly follows. It introdues a new sublass of Sit_X, by speifying the propertyvalue. Sit_Y ≡ Sit_X⊓ ∋hasAnswer.ANSWEROptions. This arrow an be viewed as a partiular kind of edge. But, by ontrastto lassial edges, they de�ne a situation by �lling the property hasOption andreate TherapeutiOption instanes.Sit_Y ≡ Sit_X⊓ ∋hasOption.OPTION4 Embedding KatoS in the semanti web4.1 Tehnologies in useKatoS deision tree editor is a web-based appliation using Google WebToolkit4 (GWT) that allows to reate omplex Ajax appliations. A few ad-ditional APIs dediated to GWT are used to manage the interfae. Drawingapabilities rely on SVG and JavaSript tehnologies while OWL export is donethanks to OWL API [5℄. Thus, KatoS is open to ollaborative work and webservies. Its framework an be integrated in most of ontent management system:some tests have already been suessfully done with MediaWiki5.A syntati module an be used to hek if the edited tree respets rulesde�ned in Setion 3. Inluded in the interfae, the module allows to validate treesstep by step while drawing, by identifying shapes with mistakes. As an output,di�erent formats are proposed: bitmap (PNG and JPG), Vetor graphis (SVG),and ontologies (OWL). Moreover, KatoS inludes its own version systems. Aseah tree is kept on a distant server, modi�ations are saved. For the present, onlyfew funtions dealing with history are available: previous versions of a tree anbe viewed and restored with some informations about author and date. However,some information is saved into XML �les that will allow to add funtionalitiessuh omparison of versions and merging algorithms. Those improvements areplanned to be part of our future work. A sreenshot of a stand-alone version isshown in Figure 2. It will be shortly available under a free liene (LGPL).4 http://ode.google.om/intl/en/webtoolkit/5 http://www.mediawiki.org



8 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jay4.2 Querying knowledge with semanti web appliationsExport to OWL allows the KatoS use in the semanti web. Previously reatedin the Kasimir projet, KOWL is a knowledge web server. KOWL an readand edit a remote OWL �le during a session. It supports SPARQL [9℄ queriesthrough a simple HTML interfae. Editing relies on Jena API6 while inferenesare done with the Pellet reasoner [11℄.
(a) SPARQL query in the KOWL interfae.Yhttp://kasimir.loria.fr/uterus.owl#Conisationhttp://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thinghttp://kasimir.loria.fr/uterus.owl#Reommendation(b) XML answer to the previous query.Fig. 4. An example of SPARQL query (a) to get reommendation lasses (b).A KOWL query to the knowledge base reated in Figure 3 is shown inFigure 4. The goal of this example is to get a reommendation for a patientPATIENT_A who has a ervial aner limited to the ervix without any visible le-sion. First, two instanes are reated, an instane PATIENT_A in lass Situationand an instane MY_RECOMMENDATION in lass Reommendation whih are linkedby the property hasReommendation. Then, the property hasCVL is set to falsefor the instane PATIENT_A. Finally, a SPARQL request is sent to get lasses ofMY_RECOMMENDATION (Figure 4(a)). Answer an be seen in Figure 4(b). Threelasses are given: lasses Thing and Reommendation an be easily dedued andlass Conisation is inferred. It means that a onization (i.e., a speial kind ofbiopsy of the ervix) is reommended for PATIENT_A, whih orresponds to thereommendation given in the previous deision tree.Interation apabilities with EdHibou [1℄ are another example of KatoSuse in the semanti web ontext. EdHibou is a framework that aims at providinga user interfae for the Kasimir projet. It allows to desribe a medial situationstep by step by using questions desribed as hexagons in deision trees. Questionsappear in a HTML form, following the order of the tree. Aording to useranswer, reommendations an then be dedued and shown.6 http://www.openjena.org



Semanti deision trees editing for deision support 9Tehnially, EdHibou edits OWL ontologies. Its priniple is to reate aninstane and to onsider related properties as questions. Editing and inferenein EdHibou rely on the previously presented knowledge server KOWL. From avisual point of view, EdHibou o�ers many ustomisation possibilities. Multipleon�gurable views are proposed in order to keep a hek on element evolutionsdepending on user hoies. In this way, a view that shows the inferred lassesof the reated instane an be made. This view is kept up to date at everyuser interation. Graphial widget ontained in forms an also be ustomised fora partiular appliation. All those graphial omponent ustomisations an bedone by editing an interfae-dediated ontology.Combined to KatoS, EdHibou uses exported OWL �les. It reates aninstane of Situation and an instane of Reommendation and links them withthe property hasReommendation. A view is launhed to visualize the label ofthe lasses of the instane of Reommendation. EdHibou transforms into HTMLform widgets eah property whih has as domain the lasses of the instane ofSituation. While �lling the form, values are given to properties in the ontologyfor reated instane of Situation. As this last instane beomes more spei�,more spei� lasses of the instane of Reommendation are inferred and theirlabels are shown in the reommendation part of the view. An example of suhuse is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. KatoS ombined with EdHibou.



10 Thomas Meilender, Jean Lieber, Fabien Palomares, and Niolas Jay4.3 Using KatoS in semanti wiki ontextKatoS has been integrated in a semanti wiki, OnologiK7 [8℄. A semanti wikiis similar to a traditional one in the sense that it is a website where ontentsare added by users. This ontent is organized into editable and searhable pages,aessible to all users. However, unlike traditional wikis, semanti wikis are notlimited to natural language text. They haraterize resoures and links betweenthem. This information is formalized and thus beome usable by a mahine,through proesses of arti�ial reasoning.From a tehnial point of view, OnologiK uses as a wiki engine Mediawikiand its extension Semanti Mediawiki (SMW) [12℄. They allow the use of seman-ti appliations suh as semanti forms and SPARQL aess. KatoS has beenintegrated as an extension and uses templates and parsers funtions of SMWto import knowledge about trees. In this way, trees are indexed in the semantiwiki. For example, the system allows to �nd by a query whih trees are onernedabout digestive trat.5 Evaluation5.1 Dealing with existing treesOnolor experts have already written 144 guidelines that ontain more than 600deision trees. Most of them have a size equivalent to the tree shown in Figure 2.Unfortunately, throughout suessive updates, medial experts did not alwaystake are of respeting neither lassial rules of deision trees, nor graphialstandards. Resulting trees are still readable and understandable by speialistsbut are far from being systematially reognizable. KatoS syntax veri�ationalgorithms will not aept syntatially inorret deision trees. After analysing150 existing deision trees, it has appeared that only 44 ould be onsidered aswell-formed. By studying the auses of errors, frequent mistakes an be identi�edand easily orreted suh as the absene of initial situation.However, 62 trees presented mistakes that need spei� orretions. Aord-ing to the ritial nature of data, these trees have to be orreted by onologyexperts, and may sometimes have to be rewritten in a orret manner. Consider-ing the nature of errors, some have been orreted after this evaluation by addingthe �Option� shape presented in Setion 3.1 that did not exist previously. Otherminor orretions were made suh as adapting a shape or a olor, drawing orompleting missing transitions, et. An example of omplex orretion involvedthe presene of a direted yle. It was due to the meaning of the desribedproess: a medial exam has to be done several times until the result is satisfy-ing. Until now, no OWL formalisation has been found to express that kind ofknowledge.7 http://www.onowiki.fr



Semanti deision trees editing for deision support 115.2 Analysing existing trees expressivenessIf KatoS allows to formalise most of the knowledge ontained in the trees,an extended expressiveness is needed in a few ases. The previous example offorbidding direted yle revealed a limit of the KatoS language. Moreover,deision knowledge may also depend on various fators suh as time, ompu-tation of a sore, or a omplex set of riteria. Inluding those partiular kindsof transition would mean extending KatoS voabulary. The risk would be tomake the system more omplex and inrease the barriers to medial experts.From a formal stand point, they refer to omplex subjets already takled inthe literature. Dealing with time in OWL is made possible by OWL-Time [4℄.Conerning sets of riteria, they are present when the deision depends on manyfators, linial ommon sense or pratitioner experiene. In some ases, it seemsthat a fuzzy logi approah would be helpful.5.3 Feedbaks from medial expertsKatoS has already been presented to Onolor experts and has been in usesine the end of August. Medial experts view of deision is a bit di�erent fromknowledge engineer ones. They onsider deision trees as a ompromise betweena logial view and a graphial representation that is lear for liniians. Fromthis point of view, ambiguities are minors problems that most of the time anbe solved using domain knowledge. Cliniians have this knowledge, but it ishard for automati systems to get them. That is why new work is planned inollaboration with Onolor experts to make expliit some parts of trees. Thedi�ulty will be to extend trees while keeping a simple representation that anbe understood quikly by physiians.6 Disussion and Future workClinial guidelines generally ontain deision knowledge that an be representedby deision trees. In this paper, the framework KatoS has been presented.Based on OWL and using a simple language, KatoS provides a ollaborativeeditor, easy to integrate in semanti web appliations.KatoS has been presented to Onolor sta�. At this point, exhanges withexperts led us to enlarge the voabulary by adding two shapes: links and op-tion. Moreover, reommendation shapes have spei� olors whih preise theirmeaning. This partiularity will be added in OWL export by de�ning sublassesof Reommendation. Transitions an also be improved by taking into aounttemporality and soring. Another problem is that, in some ases, some diretedyles represented in guidelines annot be a part of well-formed trees. In orderto solve this issue, KatoS has to take more general strutures into aount.KatoS is a part of a larger work about ollaborative editing of linialguidelines. The overall objetive is to provide tools that an assist domain spe-ialists to edit and store deisional knowledge. In order to reuse that knowledge
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